
 

Salmon Cult on the Sakhalin 
 

Salmon is the basis of the insular 
ecosystems and the driver of a local 
economy. Salmon stocks can exist 
for eternity at competent manage-
ment. However they may disappear 
quickly at the same time… 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Long-term conservation and the sustainable use of the 
salmon populations can be ensured not by protective 
measures only, but also through the development of a 
positive Salmon Cult cultivating an intolerance to poach-
ing. This is especially relevant in connection with a recent 
announcement of the International Year of the Salmon - 
many programs can become not only interregional, but 
also international ones. We suggest to start implementing  
them under a general motto: To Learn, To Love, To Save. 

 
So far a number of educational programs have been 
already in place for children of all ages - from pre-
school (Droplet) to higher school (Salmon Univer-
sity) ones. 
 
Of them the Salmon Watch field excursions is most 
popular. Since 2002 we are conducted already 83 
tours for middle school age. It can easily be adapted 
for any audience including for groups of adult tour-
ists. We are prepare volunteers for  carrying out this 
program, for what the Volunteer School is created. 
They are trained at field seminars and at schools on 
occupations of elective courses by the Salmon Pa-
trol or the Kamchatka Salmon. 
 

 Train children, and you will not be need to  

punish adults.                                    Pythagoras 

Vs 



In order that kids could fall in love salmon, 
it is good to carry out different creative 
competitions: art, literary, theatrical. 
Сcompetition of kid’s drawings  Live, 
salmon! was spent several years. Then chil-
dren's works decorated of offices of local 
Fishing Department.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
In 2003 we carried out the Russia's first Salmon 
Festival, in total on Sakhalin was carried out 9 
Festivals. Then Regional administration twice 
carried out of Salmon Holiday, and on Kamchatka 
passed kid’s  festival Salmon Keepers and Will 
keep salmon together! Salmon Festivals in many 
countries not only even action of children's col-
lectives, but also important element of event 
tourism. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We are initiated kid’s environmental 
movement Keepers of Live Silver on a 
model of movement Blue Patrol which 
was supported by branches of USSR 
Fisheries Ministry. We are released 
even special brochure. 

Experience of the Aniva high school No. 2 on development of preprofile education is 
interesting. We are created  at school  the Class Under a Fish Profile in which children 
could is open to obtain the main information on the professions connected with fish 
branch: fisherman, technologist of fish production, fish breeder, ichthyologist, fish 
inspector, guide of fishing tourism. 



Three different our projects can become network. Any children's group can take un-
der guardianship nearby salmon stream and to execute the Adopt a Stream project on 
special 5-step strategy. Live Silver it is young salmons saved from a residual reservoir 
or released to the river from the nearby hatchery. When kids to implement of the pro-
ject Respect the River they learn how salmon river is arranged and that can be made 
for improvement of it health. 
Knowledge gained at implementation of these projects can help by drawing up re-
ports on the All-Russian Water Competition, and sponsors can support creation the 
Salmon Nomination of this competition. 
 
Motto of these educational salmon programs To Learn. To Love. To Save is chosen not 
accidentally. This slogan corresponds to three components of social knowledge: cog-
nitive, affective and behavioral. Children have to learn more about a salmon, and then 
they will be able to fall in love it and will try to save. 
 
We offer the complex program Spend Day with Salmon in order to accelerate process 
and to increase number of the involved children. 

 
But we are able to work not only with children. 
There are programs intended for work with target 
group of amateur fishers: Present Life, Let’s Save 
Cherry Salmon! 



Our offers: 
To revive the listed programs, to develop and begin new ones. 
 
To start the public campaign for protection of salmon with a live symbol in image 
Sakhalin taimen. Platform for this purpose already exists - website the Sakhalin tai-
men in XXI century (www.sakhtaimen.ru). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Near the Sakhalin Artek camp to construct an ecological trail Salmon Way on which 
can give tours with organized groups and there will be an opportunity for independ-
ent visits.  
 
To open the Salmon Museum in one of large shopping center with the same purposes. 
 
To develop the mobile expositions about salmon for local museums and schools. 
 
To start the special TV program about salmon on television. And many other things … 
 

About authors of these offers: 
Since the early 1980th we have been working in a small city of Aniva on the south of 
Sakhalin in the ichthyological department which is at present the Aniva District De-
partment of Fisheries and Aquatic Biological Resources’ Conservation with the  Sak-
halin branch of the Glavrybvod State Agency. At the same time we have been imple-
menting many educational programs and projects within the public organizations 
such as: Blue Patrol, Live Sea,  Wild Nature Fund, Sakhalin Salmon Initiative, Aniva 
Watershed Council. We are seeking support for introduction of the Salmon Cult on the 
Sakhalin, the Russian Far East and on the whole salmonsphere. 
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